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Abstract: Infants born prematurely are at increased risk of adverse neurodevelopmental outcome. The
measurement of white matter tissue composition and structure can help predict functional performance.
Specifically, measurements of myelination and indicators of myelination status in the preterm brain could
be predictive of later neurological outcome. Quantitative imaging of myelin could thus serve to develop
biomarkers for prognosis or therapeutic intervention; however, accurate estimation of myelin content is
difficult. This work combines diffusion MRI and multi-component T2 relaxation measurements in a group
of 37 infants born very preterm and scanned between 27 and 58 weeks equivalent gestational age. Seven
infants have longitudinal data at two time points that we analyze in detail. Our aim is to show that mea-
surement of the myelin water fraction is achievable using widely available pulse sequences and state-of-
the-art algorithmic modeling of the MR imaging procedure and that a multi-component fitting routine to
multi-shell diffusion weighted data can show differences in neurite density and local spatial arrangement
in grey and white matter. Inference on the myelin water fraction allows us to demonstrate that the change
in diffusion properties of the preterm thalamus is not solely due to myelination (that increase in myelin
content accounts for about a third of the observed changes) whilst the decrease in the posterior white matter
T2 has no significant component that is due to myelin water content. This work applies multi-modal
advanced quantitative neuroimaging to investigate changing tissue properties in the longitudinal setting.
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INTRODUCTION
Very preterm birth (birth at less than 32 weeks com-
pleted gestational age) occurs at a time of rapid neurologi-
cal development [Volpe, 2009]. During the period between
30 and 40 weeks gestation, the cerebral cortex of the brain
changes from a smooth, unfolded state to one in which
many secondary and some tertiary folds are present in
advance of birth. In the developing white matter, proc-
esses leading to myelination progress in an established
spatial pattern, ascending into the corticospinal tracts from
as early as 30 weeks gestation and progressing from this
region anterior and posterior over the first few months of
life [Brody et al., 1987]. Infants born very preterm are at
increased risk of adverse neurodevelopmental outcome
[Costeloe et al., 2012] and this is believed to be related to
delay or disruption to normal developmental processes
during this crucial time. The reproducibility of the myelin
developmental trajectory means that if myelin content can
be measured, myelin location and quantity might be pre-
dictive of delays in the subsequent myelination process
and thus of neurological developmental delay in infancy.
A number of magnetic resonance (MR) based techniques
have been used to infer myelin content including magnet-
ization transfer [Stikov et al., 2011] and T2 relaxometry
[Prasloski et al., 2012]. Diffusion Weighted MRI (DWI) is
sensitive to local structure, but the short T2 of the myelin
signal component means that DWI is generally non-
specific to myelin, although its presence will have an
occult influence on parameters derived from a diffusion
model. As a result any inference on myelin content using
DWI alone must remain speculative. In this work we esti-
mate the myelin water signal from multi-echo multi-com-
ponent T2 relaxometry [Prasloski et al., 2012] and combine
this with the intra-axonal volume signal measured by a
multi-compartment DWI measurement [Alexander et al.,
2010]; this imaging combination can be used to define a
joint in vivo imaging biomarker that makes use of the
structural sensitivity, but myelin inspecificity, of DWI with
the high myelin specificity, but structural insensitivity of
multi-echo T2 relaxometry. Previous work has combined
similar measurements in both quantitative [Melbourne
et al., 2014a] and non-quantitative [Stikov et al., 2011]
frameworks to obtain the internal axon diameter to
myelinated axon diameter g-ratio [Chomiak and Hu,
2009]. Since this measurement has the potential to map the
electrical properties of axons, it may be correlated with
specific functional measurements. Magnetic Resonance
Spectroscopy (MRS) studies have demonstrated changes in
white matter metabolism with brain development includ-
ing an increase in N-Acetylaspartate (NAA) with progress-
ing brain maturity, and a decrease in choline (Cho). The
amino acid NAA is synthesized primarily in neuronal
(including axonal) mitochondria and is therefore likely to
have a relationship to cell energy turnover [Kreis et al.,
2002; Moffett et al., 2007]. In normal brain development,
Cho related species incorporate into macromolecules dur-
ing myelination and become invisible to MRS, thus
enhancing the observed NAA/Cho ratio. Results of neona-
tal spectroscopy have been linked to function and motor
outcome at one year of age [Kendall et al., 2013].
During the period between 302 40 weeks gestation,
short-range associative connections increase in number
and the white matter cellular composition is altered in
advance of subsequent myelination. On magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI), the absence of myelin is a major
contributor to the inverted contrast, relative to the adult
brain, seen on T1 and T2 weighted images and thus there
is interest in using MR measurement of myelin as a bio-
marker of later neurological outcome. Some developmental
changes can be observed on diffusion weighted MRI; for
instance in grey matter the increasing cortical connectivity
between 30 and 40 weeks gestational age reduces the
observed diffusion anisotropy in a characteristic pattern
[McKinstry et al., 2002], but this imaging technique is
mostly insensitive to myelination since the T2 of proton
spins bound into associated proteins is very short (<60
ms). As discussed in [Huppi and Dubois, 2006] changes to
the diffusion tensor may be observed before the histologi-
cal presence of myelin and so it is quite difficult to make
statements about myelination without specific quantifica-
tion. Furthermore, in the adult brain, only moderate
correlations between diffusion parameters and multi-
component T2 were found by Maedler et al. [2008]. Single
component relaxometry is thought to be a non-specific
indicator of myelin and myelination [Hagmann et al.,
2009; He and Parikh, 2013] but as demonstrated by [Laule
et al., 2006, 2008], a myelin water fraction vmwf derived
from multi-component T2 relaxometry has a specific corre-
lation with the results of histological staining. Nonetheless,
changes to the cellular content of white matter have been
used to infer the presence of myelin: during the preterm
period; at term equivalent age and to follow myelination
through infancy [Hagmann et al., 2009; Kulikova et al., in
press; Nossin-Manor et al., 2013; Partridge et al., 2004].
Recent studies have begun to investigate more quantitative
measurements of neonatal brain development. Independ-
ently, Brown et al. [2014] and Pandit et al. [2014] investigated
how the derived structural connectivity from diffusion
weighted imaging differs with degree of prematurity and
results of this type have begun to be linked to functional out-
come at later ages [Ball et al., in press]. Recent work has
moved away from the non-quantitative framework of the
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diffusion tensor and begun to develop quantitative imaging
parameters using biologically motivated model-based diffu-
sion-weighted imaging and this has been applied to both
white [Kunz et al., 2014] and grey matter [Eaton-Rosen et al.,
2015] properties of preterm brain tissue. Results of combina-
tions of imaging modalities have been linked to demonstrate
the relationship between cortical folding and diffusion MRI
[Melbourne et al., 2014b] or to propose new imaging bio-
markers [Melbourne et al., 2014a].
In this work we investigate how properties derived from
both diffusion imaging and multi-component T2 relaxometry
change in the developing thalamo-cortical system between 30
and 40 weeks equivalent gestational age (EGA) as assessed in
cross-sectional on a cohort of 37 infants which includes a sub-
cohort of longitudinal data for seven infants. We combine
results from Diffusion weighted imaging, T2 relaxometry and
proton spectroscopy to study longitudinal changes in the
same infants at two time-points. In contrast to previous work,
here we attempt to combine only quantitative measurements
such as the intra-axonal andmyelin-water volumes in contrast
to surrogate, measurements such as the fractional anisotropy
or the single-component T2.
We show how T2 values change in both the thalamus, the
adjacent white matter and in the posterior white matter
(PWM). In addition we show that the overall change in T2 can
be attributed to an increase in myelination in the thalamus, but
in the white matter this is not due tomyelin but due to a reduc-
tion in free-water content and increase in tissue volume. From
DWI we show that the intra-axonal volume fraction increases
in the thalamus, but that this change can be explained by a
combination of both myelin volume increase and axonal vol-
ume increase. We also present multi-parametric results within
commonwhite-matter regions of interest.
METHOD
Data
Imaging data were acquired for 42 preterm infants.
Infants were excluded if they had abnormal cerebral ultra-
sound (2 infants), or if either the diffusion acquisition or
the relaxometry acquisition was unusable due to patient
movement (3 infants). Infant MRI was assessed using a
white matter scoring system [Woodward et al., 2006]. No
infants in this study were graded as having moderate or
severe injury. The remaining 37 (10/27 M/F) preterm
infants comprised 15 infants with data acquired at approx-
imately 31 and 42 weeks EGA, four infants with data
acquired at approximately 30 weeks EGA only and 18
infants with data acquired at approximately 40 weeks
EGA only. Seven infants had usable longitudinal data (5/
2 M/F). Imaging was carried out on a 3T Phillips Achieva.
Imaging data was acquired without sedation in natural
sleep, using a MR compatible incubator with neonatal spe-
cific head coil (lmt-medicalsystems.com). Informed paren-
tal consent was obtained for all infants and the study was
approved by the local research ethics committee. Cohort
information is summarized in Table I.
Whole brain diffusion weighted imaging was acquired
over 16 directions at a b-value of 750 s.mm2 2 and 32
directions at b5 2,000 s.mm2 2 at resolution 1.75 3 1.75 3
2 mm3. Whole brain 32-echo multi-component quantitative
T2 imaging was acquired at 1.2 3 1.2 3 3 mm3 resolution
using a 2D GraSE acquisition at 12 ms TE and resampled
into the diffusion imaging space. In addition, proton MRS
was acquired using water suppressed Point Resolved
Spectroscopy (PRESS; TR/TE 2,288/288 ms) with a 14 3
13 3 11 mm3 voxel in the left PWM. Spectra were ana-
lysed using the AMARES algorithm in the jMRUI spectros-
copy package. Peak-area ratios of Cho/total creatine (Cr),
NAA/Cho, and NAA/Cr, were calculated. MRS acquisi-
tion information was used to construct an estimate of the
MRS voxel position in DWI space, thus defining a PWM
region of interest. Thalamus segmentations were carried
out using the method described in Eaton-Rosen et al.
(2015) using a preterm specific segmentation algorithm
[Melbourne et al., 2013a].
Multi-Component T2 Relaxometry
Single exponential fitting of multi-echo or multi echo-
time (TE) data can be used to generate quantitative maps
of T2 value [Hagmann et al., 2009]. We assume that the tis-
sue composition can be described by a continuous (but
computationally discrete and finite) set of compartments
each with it’s own associated T2 distribution undergoing
exponential decay.
S nð Þ5
ð
m T2ð Þexp 2 nTE
T2
 
dT2 (1)
Of importance in this model is the detection of signal with
T2< 50 ms which is associated with a water signal that is
closely interacting with myelin. This provides an indirect
measurement of myelin content, termed the myelin water
fraction, vmwf defined as the sum of all component magni-
tudes, m(T2), with a T2< 50 ms [Prasloski et al., 2012]. We
TABLE I. Selected demographic information for
preterm cohort
Male/Female 10/27
Gestational age at birth 26.276 2.10 weeks
EGA at early scan 31.026 1.91 weeks
EGA at late scan 41.666 4.28 weeks
Birthweight 8446 141g
Antenatal steroids 94%
Postnatal steroids 6%
Sepsis 13%
CLD/BPD (O2 at >36 weeks) 76%
Medically treated for NEC 33%
EGA, Equivalent Gestational Age; CLD, Chronic Lung Disease;
BPD, Bronchopulmonary Dysplasia; NEC, Necrotising Enterocolitis.
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also define a free-water volume, viso, defined as the sum of
all component magnitudes, m(T2), with a T2> 350 ms. In
the case of the neonatal data used here, which uses a mul-
tiply refocused echo train, the imaging sequence is theoret-
ically susceptible to B1-inhomogeneity [Melbourne et al.,
2013b]. Multi-spin echo T2 decay generally assumes a train
of perfect refocusing pulses that implies a perfectly
homogenous B1 field and uniform flip angle a. In practice
this condition is not met with the consequence that stimu-
lated echoes are produced along the echo train. However,
these may be modeled using the extended phase graph
(EPG) algorithm [Prasloski et al., 2012] for n echoes in
such a way that the local refocusing angle, can be esti-
mated by simulating the history of previous imperfect
refocusing pulses for Nc T2 components. This effect can
distort estimates of the T2 distribution, particularly the
short T2 components. Initial T2 component fitting was car-
ried out using the EPG algorithm (EPG) to extract a short
component from three T2 components to estimate the local
applied flip angle a. We found that spatial homogeneity is
high and flip angle remains above 90% of the applied
angle. This weak inhomogeneity is not expected to distort
a standard non-negative least squares multi-exponential fit
[Prasloski et al., 2012].
Multi-Compartment Diffusion Weighted Imaging
We fit a multi- compartment signal model to the multi-
shell data using non-linear least squares specifically to esti-
mate an intra-axonal volume fraction [Eaton-Rosen et al.,
2015; Zhang et al., 2012].
Sa b; xð Þ5Sa0 v0isoe2bdiso1v0in
ð
f n;gð Þe2bdjj x:nð ÞdX1v0exe2bxD
x
 
(6)
The signal model attributes the white matter signal meas-
ured by DWI to three compartments; an intra- axonal
space v0in and extra-axonal space v0ex and a free-isotropic
space v0iso [Alexander et al., 2010]. Given the experimental
b-value, b, and gradient direction, x, the signal from the
intra-axonal and extra-axonal spaces is coupled by a spe-
cific distribution, f(n,c), which is assumed to represent axo-
nal dispersion; formally a Watson distribution of
oblateness g, varying between 0, for highly oriented axons,
up to 1 when there is no preferred structural orientation
[Zhang et al., 2012]. A principal diffusion direction incor-
porated into the extra-axonal diffusion tensor D* can be
defined by two angular parameters {h, u}. Lastly, djj and
diso describe the parallel (to the principal diffuse direction)
and isotropic diffusivities respectively.
Estimating an In-Vivo g-Ratio
Both axon diameter and myelin diameter have an
impact on the physical properties of nerve conduction.
The ratio of internal axonal diameter to the total nerve
diameter (axon1myelin) is a useful number that has theo-
retical relationships to axonal conduction velocity and
energetic cost. This measurement is known from in vitro
and histological studies of the electrical properties of
axons [Chomiak and Hu, 2009]. Emergent approximations
of this g-ratio, can be measured using MRI [Melbourne
et al., 2014a; Stikov et al., 2011].
We approximate n axons as long cylinders with an inter-
nal axon radius of rin and an external myelin1 axonal
radius of rout. Assuming a cylindrical geometry, the intra-
axonal space is given by vin5 n2pr
2s and the myelin vol-
ume by vmwf5 n2p(r2out2 r
2
in) s where s is a fixed axonal
length. Taking the ratio of vmwf/vin yields an expression
for the bulk average g-ratio, C (7) in terms of the myelin
volume vmwf and the intra-axonal volume vin, capitalized
to represent the bulk average nature of this measurement.
C5
vmwf
vin
11
 20:5
(7)
Using only DWI or multi-component relaxometry is insuf-
ficient to estimate both vin and vmwf. To reconcile these
two modalities we make use of a four-compartment tissue
model [Alexander et al., 2010].
Stotal5vmwfS11vinS21vexS31visoS4 (8)
The last three compartments of (8) are measurable using a
multi-compartment diffusion model [Zhang et al., 2012].
The model allows for the estimation of the signal from
multiple compartments, specifically the intra-axonal vol-
ume fraction associated with highly directional structure,
vin. The intra-axonal volume fraction associated with
highly directional structure, vin. The remaining model
compartment for S1 describes signal associated, in white
matter, primarily with myelin and can be estimated by T2
relaxometry. Finally, because the diffusion signal model
contains no signal from S1 it is necessary to multiply the
estimates of v’in, v’ex and v’iso from the diffusion measure-
ment (6) by (12 vmwf) from (5) and hence,
vin5 v’in(12 vmwf). If the change in a diffusion imaging
parameter such as v’in was purely due to a change in local
quantity of myelin (or at least DWI invisible structure),
then the new value could be estimated from the old value
and the correction factor of 12 vmwf.
Regions of Interest
Thalamus regions of interest are defined using a preterm
specific segmentation routine [Melbourne et al., 2013a].
PWM regions of interest are defined by the spectroscopy
voxel placement. PWM-tract based regions of interest are
defined between the thalamus ROI and the posterior white
matter ROI. For this purpose we use the multi-directional
ball and stick model and probabilistic tractography
method described in Behrens et al. [2007]. Connectivity
distributions are defined between the thalamus as a seed
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mask and the posterior white matter MRS voxel as the tar-
get mask. The distributions are then used to form
weighted parameter estimates for this regions of interest.
Furthermore, a thalamus-tract ROI is defined by the num-
ber of times each voxel within the thalamus seed mask is
able to reach the PWM target region. This implicitly
weights the thalamus ROI by how easily each voxel within
it can reach the PWM ROI. For each infant, longitudinal
progression in the values of vin, vmwf, C and T2 can then
be observed in space as well as between (equivalent) ges-
tational ages.
Thus for each infant we are able to show results that
have been weighted for both: (1) the thalamus, weighted
by how easy it is for a tractography algorithm beginning
in a particular voxel within the thalamus mask to reach
any part of the MRS voxel (as a percentage of the number
of trials); and (2) the PWM region that is passed through
by the tractography algorithm between the thalamus and
the MRS voxel, weighted by how often each voxel is trav-
ersed. We adopt this pragmatic definition of what is meant
by the results of a tractography algorithm to avoid biologi-
cal interpretation fallacies when using notions of fibre con-
nectivity and fibre integrity [Jones et al., 2013].
Cross-sectional ROIs are manually delineated for each
infant in the four regions: the bilateral posterior and ante-
rior limbs of the internal capsule (PLIC and ALIC respec-
tively) and the genu and splenium of the corpus callosum
(Fig. 1e,f). We additionally investigate manually placed
bilateral regions of interest in the anterior white matter for
comparison with the spectroscopic voxel in the PWM.
Statistical Analysis
Two sample t-tests were used between imaging parame-
ters. Results are reported to be significant if the corre-
sponding statistical P-value is less than 0.05. Results that
are corrected for age at birth or age at scan are reported
from partial linear correlation coefficients with statistical
significance if the (equivalent) P-value is less than 0.05.
Parameter rates of change are estimated from linear fits to
the parametric data and EGA. Parameter rates of change
can be compared through the use of the Fisher z-
transform.
RESULTS
Figure 1 shows white matter spectroscopy and thalamic
masks and MWF maps for a representative term age
infant. Masks defined by the spectroscopy voxel and of
the thalamus using the data and method of Eaton-Rosen
et al. [2015] are shown overlaid on T2-weighted images.
The estimated MWF for this infant is shown overlaid on
T2-weighted and FA maps from the diffusion imaging.
Thalamic and spectroscopy voxel masks are used as end-
points of tractography.
Results are divided into four sections analysing: parame-
ter changes in the preterm thalamus; parameter changes in
the PWM; parameter changes along the diffusion pathway
connecting these two regions and finally; results from the
entire, and larger, cross-sectional cohort.
Figure 1.
Example imaging data for single term-infant. (a) T2-weighted
image overlaid with MRS voxel position, (b) T2- weighted image
overlaid with thalamic segmentation, (c) Estimated regions of
myelin water fraction> 0.01 overlaid on FA map and (d) FA map.
Example white matter regions of interest (PLIC, ALIC, genu and
splenium) are shown for (e) an early scan and (f) a term-
equivalent age scan. [Color figure can be viewed in the online
issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Longitudinal Diffusion and Myelin Water Fraction
Changes in the Preterm Thalamus
Imaging parameter estimates for all longitudinal infants
are shown in Table II. Thalamic T2 is shown to decrease
from an average of 2036 7 ms to 1816 7 ms (correlation
coefficient q520.84, P< 0.001). This is associated with a
short T2 component that increases its volume fraction
from 0.056 0.02 to 0.116 0.02 (q5 0.87, P< 0.0001).
Adjusting the diffusion MRI measured intra-axonal change
with knowledge of the myelination change using the cor-
rection strategy in Section 3.3 suggests that myelin alone is
insufficient to explain the longitudinal increase in vin in
the preterm thalamus, accounting for less than a third
(0.276 0.06) of the observed change. Additionally, the esti-
mated voxel average g-ratio, C, is seen to decrease with
increasing EGA.
Longitudinal Diffusion and Myelin Water Fraction
Changes in the Preterm Posterior White Matter
Table III contains imaging parameter values for the MRS
region of interest defined in the PWM of each infant. T2
values are seen to fall over this approximately 10-week
gestational period (2996 11ms to 2056 93 ms) whilst
NAA/Cho increases (0.406 0.09 to 1.046 0.17) and Cho/
Cr decreases (2.796 0.16 to 1.806 0.34).
Longitudinal Diffusion and Myelin Water Fraction
Changes in the Thamalo-Posterior White
Matter Region
Combined results for each infant with longitudinal data
are shown in Figure 2. For each infant we show results
from the entire thalamus, and PWM (see Tables I and II),
but additionally show parameter values that have been
weighted for the thalamus and the PWM regions that are
passed through by the tractography algorithm. For each
infant, longitudinal progression in the values of vin, vmwf,
C and T2 can be observed in space as well as between
(equivalent) gestational ages.
Figure 2 illustrates the spatio-temporal changes for this
group of seven infants. Each infant has two time-points
each with four data points. Datapoints from the same scan
are connected by solid grey lines. The marker style of
these lines indicates the infant number (see figure legend)
and is the same at both early and late scans. The first data-
point for each infant is located at the EGA at the time of
the scan; subsequent connected points are spatially sepa-
rated by 1 week to aid visualization. Solid colored lines
show trends in the parameter values in each region with
time across the cohort. Separation in tissue properties by
location is shown across these seven infants: comparing
the values found in the unweighted and tract-weighted
thalamus masks (see Table II) shows higher values of vin
and vmwf in the weighted thalamus measurement and
additionally those regions have the lowest values of g-
TABLE II. Thalamic parameter values for multi-modal MRI. Data is shown at birth (b), early scan (P) and late
scan (t)
Infant EGA (weeks) v0 in vmwf Corrected vin g-ratio T2 (ms)
1b 26.14
1p 33.14 0.189 (0.0032) 0.0586 (0.0025) 0.178 (0.003) 0.874 (0.005) 203 (2)
1t 40.14 0.241 (0.0026) 0.115 (0.0027) 0.213 (0.0024) 0.823 (0.0039) 177 (1.9)
2b 25.14
2p 31.43 0.188 (0.0028) 0.0678 (0.002) 0.175 (0.0026) 0.857 (0.004) 197 (1.1)
2t 42 0.245 (0.0021) 0.132 (0.0028) 0.213 (0.0019) 0.806 (0.0038) 175 (1.5)
3b 25.14
3p 31 0.175 (0.0026) 0.0289 (0.0011) 0.17 (0.0025) 0.926 (0.0029) 204 (1.2)
3t 42 0.242 (0.0019) 0.11 (0.0024) 0.215 (0.0018) 0.829 (0.0034) 172 (1.7)
4b 27.14
4p 30.86 0.166 (0.0039) 0.0353 (0.0012) 0.16 (0.0037) 0.908 (0.0034) 208 (0.76)
4t 46.29 0.258 (0.0023) 0.115 (0.0026) 0.228 (0.0021) 0.832 (0.0035) 178 (2.3)
5b 27.14
5p 29.86 0.154 (0.0026) 0.045 (0.0019) 0.147 (0.0025) 0.88 (0.0047) 215 (1.3)
5t 46.29 0.264 (0.0025) 0.109 (0.0034) 0.235 (0.0024) 0.842 (0.0046) 186 (2.8)
6b 26.29
6p 31.86 0.183 (0.0037) 0.0712 (0.0023) 0.17 (0.0034) 0.849 (0.0049) 194 (1.7)
6t 40.29 0.216 (0.0026) 0.0899 (0.0033) 0.197 (0.0025) 0.84 (0.0052) 192 (2.8)
7b 26.29
7p 34.57 0.191 (0.0037) 0.0394 (0.0016) 0.183 (0.0035) 0.911 (0.0037) 200 (1.4)
7t 40.29 0.248 (0.0022) 0.0846 (0.0026) 0.227 (0.0021) 0.863 (0.0038) 185 (2.4)
Confidence intervals on the mean are shown in parenthesis. Errors for vin and C are estimated using the general formula for propaga-
tion of uncertainty. Corrected vin values are shown after using the correction strategy described in Section 3.3.
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ratio and T2. The lowest T2 values are estimated within
the thalamus region, with little difference between the
results of the weighted and unweighted thalamus mask.
In the thalamus, the highest values for vmwf are seen
using the weighted mask suggesting that the regions of
highest vin, (and also directionality, measured by the
tractography) are associated with those regions that are
estimated to contain the most myelin water. The highest
values for T2 are found in the un-weighted spectroscopy
voxel, with substantially lower values in the diffusion-
derived tract system passing between thalamus and
spectroscopy voxel. The strong fall in T2 in the PWM
voxel is accompanied by an increase in vin as measured
by the DWI model and little change in the amount of
myelin estimated in this region.
Cross-Sectional Parametric Correlations in
Preterm White Matter
This section contains results for the larger cross-
sectional cohort of infants, including those with longitudi-
nal data. Figure 3 shows trends in the parameter values
for this larger group. Cross sectional trend lines are shown
in blue, whilst longitudinal results are shown connected
with red lines. In the thalamus (Fig. 4a–c), tissue T2 is
seen to decrease at a rate of 2.24 ms/week (r5 0.76, P< 1
3 102 7), vmwf increases at a rate of 0.48%/week (r5 0.86,
P< 1 3 1027). In the PWM (Fig. 4d–h), tissue T2 is seen to
decrease at a rate of 5 ms/week (r5 0.80, P< 1 3 1027),
vmwf increases at a rate of 0.1%/week (r5 0.44, P5 0.011),
viso decreases at a rate of 2.7%/week (r5 0.87, P< 1 3
10210) and vtissue increases at a rate of 2.6%/week (r5 0.87,
P< 1 3 1029).
Figure 4 shows changes in vin,. vmwf and T2 in four cen-
tral white matter regions. The top row of Figure 4 shows
results for the PLIC, showing trends for increasing vin
(r5 0.93 P< 1 3 1027) and vmwf (r5 0.86, P< 1 3 10
28)
and decreasing T2 (r520.41, P5 0.026) in both cross-
section and for the longitudinal infants with growth rates
of 1%/week, 0.8%/week and 21.67 ms/week respectively.
vmwf values in the PLIC are quite high, commensurate
with earlier myelination in this region and in contrast to
what is expected in the ALIC (Fig. 4, second row) which
has slower measured increases in vin (0.5%/week, r5 0.75
P< 1 3 1024) and vmwf (0.2%/week, r5 0.72 P< 1 3 10
25).
Although measurements of both vin and vmwf are signifi-
cantly lower in the ALIC than the PLIC, the difference in
growth rate is found to be significant only for vin but not
for vmwf.
In the corpus callosum (Fig. 4, third and fourth rows),
results for the genu and splenium are found to be quite
similar. Both regions have quite low measured values of
vmwf and comparable values of vin. Both vin and vmwf are
found to be increasing in the genu (vin: 0.8%/week
r5 0.58, P5 0.015) (vmwf: 0.1%/week r5 0.52, P5 0.004),
but increases do not reach significance in the splenium (vin
TABLE III. PWM parameter values for multi-modal MRI shown for v’in estimated from diffusion MRI, T2 in value
and MRS NAA/Cho and Cho/Cr values
Infant EGA (weeks) v0in v0mwf Corrected vin T2 (ms) NAA/Cho Cho/Cr
1b 26.14
1p 33.14 0.083 (0.073) 0.0164 (0.004) 0.0817 (0.072) 283 (42) 0.475 2.73
1t 40.14 0.116 (0.073) 0.0221 (0.018) 0.113 (0.072) 277 (42) 2 2
2b 25.14
2p 31.43 0.115 (0.15) 0.0173 (0.005) 0.113 (0.14) 292 (40) 0.36 2.77
2t 42 0.135 (0.052) 0.0177 (0.02) 0.133 (0.051) 222 (27) 1.24 1.61
3b 25.14
3p 31 0.095 (0.098) 0.0182 (0.008) 0.0935 (0.096) 290 (38) 0.475 2.79
3t 42 0.098 (0.053) 0.0376 (0.034) 0.094 (0.051) 243 (35) 1.06 1.5
4b 27.14
4p 30.86 0.087 (0.075) 0.017 (0.006) 0.0854 (0.074) 305 (45) 0.445 2.58
4t 46.29 2 2 2 2 2 2
5b 27.14
5p 29.86 0.067 (0.065) 0.0165 (0.004) 0.0659 (0.063) 316 (49) 0.334 2.69
5t 46.29 0.166 (0.045) 0.0253 (0.026) 0.162 (0.044) 209 (30) 1.04 1.86
6b 26.29
6p 31.86 0.07 (0.087) 0.0169 (0.004) 0.0692 (0.085) 307 (36) 0.467 2.88
6t 40.29 0.09 (0.073) 0.0175 (0.007) 0.0887 (0.071) 242 (51) 2 2
7b 26.29
7p 34.57 0.057 (0.06) 0.0176 (0.004) 0.056 (0.059) 302 (43) 0.251 3.08
7t 40.29 0.095 (0.068) 0.016 (0.008) 0.0933 (0.067) 240 (48) 0.828 2.25
Data is shown at birth (b), early scan (P) and late scan (t). Confidence intervals on the mean are shown in parenthesis. Term equivalent
age spectroscopy data for infant 4 is unavailable. Corrected vin values are shown after using the correction strategy described in Section
3.3.
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Figure 2.
Combined results for individual infants showing spatiotemporal
parametric changes estimated over: in Red) the entire thalamus
(Thalamus); Green) thalamic voxels weighted by how often
tracts appear to reach the MRS voxel (Thalamus-tract); Blue)
white matter voxels representing the most commonly found
paths from the thalamus to the posterior white matter (PWM-
tract); and Magenta) average values in the MRS voxel (PWM)
and (a) v0 in (uncorrected) (b) vmwf c) vin (corrected v0 in) (d) g-
ratio (C) (e) T2. Results for Thalamus-tract, PWM-tract and
PWM are displayed offset by 1, 2 and 3 in weeks respectively
for clarity. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which
is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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P5 0.06, vmwf P5 0.09). T2 values in both regions are fall-
ing (21.56 ms/week (genu) vs 21.35 ms/week (sple-
nium)), but this only reaches significance in the genu
(r5 0.55, P5 0.002) compared to the splenium (r5 0.19,
P5 0.34).
Figure 5 investigates the relationship between posterior
and anterior white matter T2 and PWM spectroscopy.
There is a high correlation between PWM NAA/Cho ratio
and PWM T2 (r5 0.79, P< 1 3 1026) that, by comparison
with the results in Figure 3, could be related to a decrease
in free-water volume fraction and replacement by struc-
tured, but unmyelinated tissue, with shorter T2. Correcting
for EGA reduces the correlation between NAA/Cho ratio
and PWM T2 (r5 0.49, P5 0.008), but does not remove the
Figure 3.
Cross sectional changes in vin, T2 and spectroscopy. Figures (a–c)
thalamus parametric results for intra-axonal volume fraction vin,
myelin water fraction vmwf and free water volume viso respectively;
(d2f) PWM parametric results defined in the spectroscopy voxel
ROI for vin, myelin water fraction vmwf, Tissue T2; (i–k) spectros-
copy ratios NAA/Cho, Cho/Cr and Lac/Cho respectively. Cross-
sectional data are shown in blue, with blue trend line. Longitudinal
data are shown in red, connected by red lines. [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.
com.]
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Figure 4.
Cross sectional correlations between T2 relaxometry and spectroscopy for (a) T2 against NAA/Cho
ratio, (b) vtissue against NAA/Cho ratio and (c) viso against NAA/Cho ratio. Cross-sectional data are
shown in blue, with blue trend line. Longitudinal data are shown in red, connected by red lines.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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significant interaction entirely suggesting a link between
PWM T2 and PWM NAA/Cho that is independent of ges-
tational age. Correlations between PWM NAA/Cho and
vtissue and viso are also significant correcting for EGA
(r5 0.43, P< 0.02 and r5 0.44, P< 0.019 respectively).
Comparison with tissue properties in the anterior white
matter reveals similar, but less strong trends, the correla-
tion between AWM T2 and PWM NAA/Cho is strongly
significant (r5 0.76, P< 1 3 1026) falling to r5 0.35
(P5 0.08 – no longer significant) when correcting for EGA.
Although uncorrected trends between NAA/Cho and T2
in PWM and AWM are not significantly different from
one another using a Fisher transform, correcting for gesta-
tional age dependence reveals that the correlation is much
weaker between AWM T2 and PWM NAA/Cho than for
PWM T2 and PWM NAA/Cho. This result is commensu-
rate with differential rates of tissue development in the
anterior and posterior brain once the general effect of ges-
tational age is removed.
DISCUSSION
In this work we have investigated how properties
derived from both diffusion imaging and multi- compo-
nent T2 relaxometry change in the developing thalami-
cortical system between 27 and 58 weeks EGA as assessed
in cross-sectional on a cohort of 37 infants which includes
a sub-cohort of longitudinal data for seven infants. We
have combined results from Diffusion weighted imaging,
T2 relaxometry and proton spectroscopy to study longitu-
dinal changes in the same infants at two time-points. In
Figure 5.
Cross sectional correlations between white matter T2 relaxom-
etry and spectroscopy for top row: (a) PWM T2 against PWM
NAA/Cho ratio, (b) PWM vtissue against PWM NAA/Cho ratio
and (c) PWM viso against PWM NAA/Cho ratio and bottom
row: (a) AWM T2 against PWM NAA/Cho ratio, (b) AWM vtis-
sue against PWM NAA/Cho ratio and (c) AWM viso against
PWM NAA/Cho ratio Cross-sectional data are shown in blue,
with blue trend line. Longitudinal data are shown in red, con-
nected by red lines. [Color figure can be viewed in the online
issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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contrast to previous work, here we combined only quanti-
tative measurements such as the intra-axonal and myelin-
water volumes in contrast to surrogate, measurements
such as the fractional anisotropy or the single-component
T2.
The imaging data acquired on this cohort has shown
how MR measurable tissue properties vary longitudinally
over the preterm period. Data from the diffusion imaging
suggests that the intra-axonal volume fraction increases in
both the thalamus and the PWM over this period, com-
mensurate with previous work [Eaton-Rosen et al., 2015;
Kunz et al., 2014]. Using multi-compartment T2 relaxome-
try has been used to estimate the contribution to this
change from myelin by measuring an increase in the mye-
lin water fraction in both these regions; notably the
increase in the thalamus is of greater magnitude. We use
the myelin water measurement to correct the volume frac-
tions measured from the diffusion imaging. This is
because DWI is non-specific to myelination [Maedler et al.,
2008] and increases in intra-axonal volume may be due to
either increased myelin content or an increase in axon cali-
ber or number. The result shows that increasing myelin
content in the thalamus accounts for about one third of
the change in axonal volume fraction measured solely
from DWI. Additionally, the changes seen in the spectros-
copy ratios; an increase in NAA/Cho and decrease in
Cho/Cr are comparable to 1.5T values, although here the
results are longitudinal not cross-sectional [Kendall et al.,
2013; Kreis et al., 2002]. The correlation between T2 and
NAA/Cho that persists after correction for EGA suggests
a synergy in the relationship between measured tissue
structure and function.
The multi-modal data presented in this work has
allowed some of the confounding factors related to mono-
modal neonatal data to be explored. Of note, the rapid
decrease in white matter T2 value is associated with a
decrease in free water and an increase of tissue volume
fraction. In the PWM, the contribution of measured myelin
water is quite minor, and we tentatively attribute the dom-
inant change to (unmyelinated) axonal and glial prolifera-
tion supported by the T2 relaxometry and spectroscopy
results in Figure 3. The observed structural change in DWI
and T2 relaxometry associated with increase NAA/Cho
ratio that could imply an increase in the volume of func-
tional tissue. This result is supported by the comparison of
the PWM spectroscopy values with anterior white matter
structural properties where the results suggest that once
the influence of EGA is removed, more subtle differences
in developmental trajectory between AWM and PWM can
be observed. Conversely in the thalamus, the increase in
intra-axonal volume fraction more strongly related to an
increase in measured myelin water as suggested in Eaton-
Rosen et al. [2015], but this does not entirely explain the
tissue changes observed. About two-thirds of this tissue
structural change must be the result of other tissue compo-
sition changes contributing to increased apparent intra-
axonal volume fraction (and thus FA) in this region. In
addition to the thalamus, we have shown how the PWM
section of the thalamo-cortical system is developing in the
seven infants with longitudinal data. This data quantifies
our general observations of tissue parameter change to
specific individual cases and we are able to infer increases
in thalamic myelin water fraction, changes to the white
matter fiber structure and also infer how this correlates to
functional spectroscopic data in the region to which it is
connected.
Results in the white matter PLIC and ALIC show differ-
entiation in axonal and myelin density with high vmwf val-
ues in the posterior limb and much lower values in the
ALIC despite relatively similar values of vin. Differential
axonal and myelin density changes in these regions may
make them good markers of future developmental
changes, although the direct vin measurements should be
corrected by (12 vmwf) to remove the contribution of the
myelin water space to the axonal density measurement. In
the corpus callosum imaging properties related to axonal
density, myelin density and T2 change in tandem and
rates of change in these measurements are not distinguish-
able. Although some authors have found differences in
imaging parameters between the genu and splenium
[Partridge, 2004], the size of the cohort used in our work
is quite low and the baseline of measurements quite nar-
row compared to other larger scale cross-sectional studies.
It is possible that over the EGAs that we are measuring,
that there is either a normalization of imaging parameters
towards term equivalent age, or an otherwise variable rate
of change [Ball et al., 2013]. The results in Figures 3 and 4
do not support this observation, and appear to suggest
that the opposite may be true especially for those areas
that are beginning to myelinate over this late gestational
period. This is suggested by the vmwf results in the genu
and splenium in Figure 4 where the parameter variability
increases. Figure 3 further suggests that the variability on
the cross-sectional measurements increases with gesta-
tional age. Over the longer-term (the first year of life)
parameter variability should reduce and stabilise, but in
the period we are measuring there is rapid change in tis-
sue volume and composition. Interestingly the individual
parameter trajectories of the longitudinal infants are quite
harmonious relative to one another. The results in Figures
3 and 4, and the limitation of only two timepoints for
some subjects makes it difficult to infer variable or non-
linear parameter trajectories.
The main limitation of this work is the low number of
infants with longitudinal data, although the number of
infants with a single scan is much higher. Obtaining
repeated MR acquisitions on this vulnerable cohort is quite
challenging and is confounded with a relatively low initial
number of extremely preterm infants suitable for scanning.
However, data of this type is fundamental to understand-
ing brain maturation and the effect of preterm birth on
brain maturation. Ideally, multiple time-points would be
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acquired on each infant over his late-gestational period
but this is not possible. The variation in the range of EGAs
at scan is also an unavoidable limitation of our work.
Some longitudinal imaging timepoints are more widely
separated than others and it is unclear what the effect of
this will be on our description of longitudinal parameter
changes. The cross-sectional data in our work appear well
supported by linear relationships, although there is some
evidence that parameter changes over this range of EGAs
may not be linear [Ball et al., 2013]. With the data that we
have, it is difficult with two longitudinal imaging time
points to support an alternative model, and it is not clear
how models applied to cross-sectional data should really
be applied in the longitudinal setting. However, the
underlying results that suggest an increase in both thala-
mus axonal density and thalamus myelin density are
unlikely to be altered. Additionally, a sub-thalamic parcel-
lation may reveal more interesting variation in axonal and
myelin density within different thalamic nuclei. Although
the combination of DWI and T2 relaxometry makes many
assumptions about the image formation process (this is
also true of the individual modalities too), the combination
of these data does allow new information to be obtained.
Importantly, measurement of the g-ratio may, in future, be
linked speculatively with simple physical models to pre-
dict the effect of change in myelin thickness on conduction
velocity and energetic efficiency [Chomiak and Hu, 2009;
Melbourne et al., 2014a]. The analysis of spectroscopy data
could be bolstered by absolute quantification of spectros-
copy peaks (although this would lengthen the neonatal
acquisition). This would enable hypotheses to be tested
about how the changes to white matter regions are due to
axonal proliferation, linked to increasing NAA, or to mye-
lination, since choline is a possible marker of the status of
myelination.
Future work will use this multi-modal approach to
make predictions about functional development in preterm
children. This is plausible since there is a well-defined
sequence of myelination from the PLIC outward [Brody
et al., 1987], and delays to this might predict correspond-
ing delays in functional progression of motor, language
and executive function as the brain increases functional
electrical energetic efficiency. Irrespective of the combina-
tion of measurements in this work, the acquisition of
widely standard multi-shell DWI and multi-echo T2 imag-
ing within clinically feasible time frames is important and
will stimulate the generation of novel predictive structural
biomarkers with a tangible physical link to neuronal
function.
One of the main contributions of this work is the combi-
nation of results from a number of notionally quantitative
imaging modalities. Investigation of mono-modal proper-
ties can only reveal so much about the developing brain;
metaphorically a single modality remains only a single
piece of the neurodevelopment jigsaw. In isolation, imag-
ing modalities can only be so informative, only by inspect-
ing all the pieces in the puzzle can the whole picture
begin to emerge.
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